Chuck Alvarado brings more than 20 years of Medicare Advantage know-how to his role as Chief Administration Officer at MediGold. Over the years he has served in clinical operations and medical management as well as operations in both large and small start-up health plans.

The work that Chuck's team is involved in every day under his leadership has a tremendous impact on the life cycle of each member, and that's not a responsibility he takes lightly. It is an effort that is both collaborative and purposeful.

"I believe in the passion that our colleagues have for MediGold just as much as I believe in MediGold itself. Each of us works hard to improve the lives of every member we serve. That's important as we navigate a hard-to-read landscape of Medicare for our members."

Chuck and his family moved to Columbus from Atlanta in the summer of 2016, where he was involved in church activities, school athletics and volunteering. He looks forward to starting new opportunities in Ohio now that they've settled into Midwest life.

Chuck's favorite golden oldie is an early Elvis Presley tune titled "Love me," which is his go-to karaoke song when he's feeling adventurous!
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